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FINE ARTS
1. FEATURES OF SOME CULTURES OF THE CERAMICS OF THE
EARLY HALLSTATT COMPLEX WITH INCISED AND ENGRAVED
CERAMICS ON THE TERRITORY OF ROMANIA
Ioana-Iulia Olaru202

Abstract: The present study will only refer to the Early Hallstatt, Ha A-B, the beginning of the
first Iron Age brought important transformations recorded in ceramics, once the production
forces started to develop because of the spreading of iron metallurgy. In a time when ceramics
suffers major transformations regarding forms and decor – we are talking here about the first
period of Hallstatt (the early one) – the Hallstatt Complex with incised and engraved ceramics
completes the image of pottery at that time, together with the other great cultural unity (the
horizon with fluted ceramics).
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1. Introduction
In the entire Iron Age 203, agriculture becomes more and more intense (by
the generalization of the usage of iron tools, of the plough with an iron coulter),
and grazing sheep is now a basic occupation which bought wealth. Still, step by
step, because of the limitation of migrations, people will come back to
sedentarism and the infiltrations of Eastern groups will continue in the entire
Europe in the Iron Age. Craftsmen have a special place in society; merchants
appear, because goods are more and more intensely traded. The society continues
to have more and more distinctive classes. The consolidation of the union of tribes
will lead to bigger conflicts. Regarding the field of ceramics, pottery continues to
develop itself, the wheel of the potter now becomes an important tool. The Celts
bring their advanced technique for the fast production of pottery by using the
wheel.
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2. Discussions
In the first period of Iron Age 204, Hallstatt205, the identity of Norther-Pontic
tribes is crystallized; now, the separation of Proto-Thracians takes place, they
divide themselves into North-Danubian Geto-Dacians (what is specific to them is
ceramic cultures decorated with flutes) and South-Danubian Thracians (who are
known for imprinted ceramics, in the meridional Thracian group). New aspects of
Bronze spirituality are added to the old ones: the perpetuation of the solar cult, the
diminishing of the number of necropoleis, the simultaneous practicing of
inhumation and cremation, but during Late Hallstatt, cremation will gradually
expand itself (later, in Latène, this ritual became fundamental) 206. We also have
to mention here that there is a transition period from the bronze Age to Hallstatt,
called Ha A (the 12th century – the 11th century B.C.). A cultural and territorial
reorganization (due to the stabilization of the situation from the south of the
Danube River) marks this transition period, characterized by instability in the
relationships between communities and groups of communities (cultural zones),
but also characterized by a relatively unitary economy.
The composite aspect of the decor of pottery which characterized the end
of the Bronze Age would also continue at the beginning of the Iron Age, in Ha A.
The predominantly pastoral character of economy is reflected in the zoomorphic
clay figurines which were found in large numbers (Lechința from Mureș, the flock
of sheep from Lechința represents many species of domestic animals).
Subsequently, once Early Hallstatt started (Ha A-B)207, an unseen period of
development of production forces would start. Economy is also based on
agriculture and shepherd activities. The fact that the migrants from the south of
the Danube simply quieted also had consequences on the northern territory by a
new attempt of instauring stability, the local fond assimilated new western views.
The new forms of organization, far from statal forms (still, the Thracian tribes on
the territory of our country have known a process of unification), allow the
resistance to exterior pressure. Now, collective consciousness is crystallized, and
also the unity of common myths (among which there is also the myth of Zalmoxis)
and of the first unitary beliefs.
Two great cultural complexes appear now on the territory of Romania: the
cultural complex with fluted ceramics and the early Hallstatt complex with incised
and imprinted ceramics 208. From the first complex (of fluted ceramics), the
following are considered its components: the culture Gáva-Holihrady, the
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horizon with fluted ceramics from the south-west and the south of Romania
and the culture Corlăteni-Chișinău. Gáva-Holihrady is called after a settlement
from Hungary and another one from Ukraine and its area of spreading is Tisa
basin (the north-east of Hungary, the south-east of Slovakia, the north-west of
Romania and trans-Carpathian Ukraine), and it later expanded in the south-west
of Romania, the submontane area of Ukraine, the Plateau of Suceava, the NorthWest of Moldavia, the south of Poland and also the basin of San River, a confluent
of the Vistula. The cultures Otomani, Suciu de Sus, and also Cruceni-Belegiš can
be found at he basis of formation of the culture Gáva-Holihrady.
In the horizon with fluted ceramics from the south-west and the south
of Romania, a series of cultural groups evolved: the cultural group Susani (in
the centre and the north of Banat, having as a basis the group Balta Sărată), the
group Bobda (in the west and the north-west of Banat, the north-east of
Vojvodina – appeared from Cruceni-Belegiš), on the same cultural basis was
formed the group Ticvaniu Mare-Karaburma III (in the contact area between
the western piedmont of Banat, the south-west of Banat, the south of Vojvodina);
and we also add here, taking into account the contribution of Cruceni-Belegiš
culture, the groups from the south of Banat and Oltenia: MoldovaNouăandHinova; their evolution will be interrupted in Banat by the short
appearance of the culture Gáva-Holihrady, also interrupted by the appearance
from the west of the group Gornea-Kalakaca (the south of Banat).
The culture Corlăteni-Chișinău (having an origin which is not very well
defined) is also part of the first cultural complex of fluted ceramics; it was named
after the discoveries from Corlăteni and the ones from Chișinău and its spreading
area is the hilly region and the forest steppe from the Eastern Carpathiansand the
basin of the Dnestr, except for the northern part occupied by the culture GávaHolihrady. From the second complex (of incised and imprinted ceramics), the
following are part of: the culture Babadag (spread in the north-east of Muntenia,
the south of Moldavia and the north of Dobrogea, the north of Bulgaria), inside
which the group (phase?) Târnăoani (the south of Moldavia, the north-east of
Muntenia and the north of Dobrogea) was created; step-by-step, the culture from
Babadag expanded in the entire Dobrogea and Muntenia, when there is the period
of relative cultural unity with the group Insula Banului (Porțile de Fier) and with
the group Cozia (the south and centre of Moldavia). What is special (or maybe a
protraction of phase III of Babadag Culture – according to some researchers) is
the group Stoicani (the south of Moldavia), named after the necropolis from the
eponymous place.
The ceramics of this period has elegant shapes and a more and more
simplified decor – but this does not lower expressiveness, but on the contrary, it
becomes more refined –, a gradual change of the formal and ornamental vision is
step-by-step recorded. Technically speaking, the characteristic shine imitates
metal pots.
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3. The Early Hallstatti Complex with Incised and Imprinted Ceramics
Except for Babadag culture, this ceramic complex encapsulates two
important cultures. Ceramics from the group Insula Banului has a decor
imprinted with torques 209, smooth, having horizontal registers, but there are also
metopes – on the nek of the pot210. The variety and richness of this cultural group
refers both to technique (impressions, flutes, incissions, reliefs – all combined),
and to forms (bitronconic pots with a flaring lip; cups and mugs; bowls and pots;
jars; a double vase with a median holder – called salt cellar – was discovered in
Vârtop, Dolj County, where a pot for making fire was also found, being supported
by three legs under which fire can be made), and also motifs (techtonically
oriented, especially geometrical-spiral-like, though the fir motif can be considered
of vegetal inspiration).
As far as the motifs are concerned, we remind here: strips of hachured lines,
strings made of small rectangles or concentric circles or circles with a small cross,
a rosetta or a point in the middle, strings of S-shaped volutes, sometimes having
chained ends (forming running spirals, brackets, horseshoes, potcoave, Ws, Ms).
As far as the decoration system is concerned, for example, under the stay
band below the bandy lip, we find horizontal strings of impressions and a ricrac
with circles printed at its tip. In other cases, the neck is decorated with horizontal
strings of different impressions or a series of parallel horizontal flutes, just as the
ones which can be seen on urns, having the neck decorated with horizontal strings
of impressions, under which garlands of large flutes can be noticed. The decor of
the pot’s neck can also be vertical, for example: 4 series of two strings of circles
impressed in the area between neck and the bellied part of the body. Or a vertical
string of impressions having a M-shape which descends up to the horizontal strip
with impressions near the prominences. The vertically truncated firs appears
vertically on the surface of the neck, being placed at equal distances, the metopes
formed between them are incomplete, but there are also complete metopes
between the vertical S-s which are imprinted and which go down the prominences.
The belly of big bitronconic pots (clearly separated from the neck) is
decorated horizontally, combining big prominences in this area. But there are also
examples in which the neck’s profile smoothly passes in the central part, without
a strong arching, the marking-out is made by the presence of prominences. This
central part of the pot is entirely decorated with horizontal flutes, sometimes there
are horizontal strings of impressions at the upper limit, under which there are other
strings of impressions, fluted garlands or garlands of small impressions, or groups
of arched flutes under fluted prominences. On a pottery fragment, above the
bellied area, there is a horizontal string of concentric rhombuses, a concentric
rhombus also decorates the prominence 211. A large pot for supplies, bitronconic,
from Ostrovu Șimian (Drobeta-Turnu Severin), is decorated with horizontal flutes
209
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on the neck and with a rope-moulding profiled strip, habing handles placed at the
meeting of the shoulder with the belly 212.
The cups have especially fluted decorations, with two horizontal registers.
The one from the upper part, under the lip and the one which is bellied, belonging
to the body – they are vertically decorated. The one below the lip is composed of
a string of small circles. The cup belly has garlands of flutes, with strings made
of sawlike lines, strings of printed small circles. Between the upper and the lower
register, strings of motifs go down, vertically (small circles, W-shaped motifs).
The vertical strings of impressions also decorate the handles (for example, tow
vertical strings of concentric small circles having a point in the middle, on the one
side and on the other side of a string of W-s)213.
The bowls have less decor: oblique facets or large flutes on the lip which is
turned towards the interior. Some bowls have ornaments on both facets: garlands
of flutes – inside and strings of impressions – outside. For example, uder the fluted
lip, on some bowls there is a horizontal string of hachured triangles on the interior
side, a string of ricrac, a string of tangent circles, a string of Ws, of running spirals,
of reclining Ss 214. The relief decor of jar-pots – an alveolar strip, then strings of
alveoles – it does not have a great artistic value.
The forms found in the ceramics from the cultural group Coziaare: urns
having the shape of sacks, bitronconic or egg-shaped, bowls, glasses, pots having
a pronounced shoulder215. For the decor, the features are alveolar strips, small
prominences, but especially the impressions inlaid with white and, sometimes,
combined with incisions216. Because of the absence of complete, undestroyed
pots, the syntax is not easy to establish. But what is obvious is the horizontal
development and the geometry of motifs. Large, ricrac strips are dominant, they
are made of 4-8 parallel lines, bordered by a liniar strip made of 2-3 strings of
impressions. These ricrac strips do not always completely surround the pot, but
they are sometimes closed by a printed vertical line or by small alveoles at the end
of each line.
Outside the alveoles, there are also small imprinted circles, having a point,
a cross or a smaller circle in the middle. What appears rarely is represented by the
obliquely hachured triangles, the girdle with impressions, flutes or incisions,
always combined with printed motifs. The incisions represent ricrac strings,
hachured triangles under a printed strip or the motifs specific to a fir bough 217.
Regarding a flat glass, entirely preserved, the central part which is curved outside
is the only one which is decorated, being surrounded by a large strip with an
interior pseudo-ricrac, while on the lateral area, outside the strip bordered by a
string of impression, there is another one. On a pot fragment having a vaulted
212
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body, the ricrac is composed of 4 strings of impression under 3 strings of
horizontal impressions. On another fragment, a ricrac strip having wide strings of
impression has small circles with a point inside of them in the triangular spaces
which are left above and below the strip. Well, under two belts covered in incised
pseudo-ricrac, were ingrained hachured triangles. In the case of bowls, only the
thick lip is decorated: it has oblique sequences of impression.
4. Conclusions
During this period, the surface of ceramic pots is treated in such a way that
they suggest bronze pots. A composite aspect of the decor which characteries in
general the end of the Bronze Age will continue at the beginning of the Iron Age.
The cultures which are part of the early Hallstatt complex with printed and incised
ceramics on the territory of Romania help us understand this important moment
of Prehistory in our country, joining the important cultures which form the other
cultural horizon (the one with fluted ceramics) of the moment, especially
regarding the ceramics rich in forms and decorations, diverse motifs are combined
on the surface of pots.
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